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MICROBIOMEX® is a natural citrus flavonoid extract designed to support gut health and
immunity by lowering inflammation and beneficially shifting the gut microbiome
composition and enhancing its natural capabilities.

Clinically Proven Effects; Dual Action
The dual action of MICROBIOMEX® has been validated in a 12-week randomized, doubleblind and placebo-controlled clinical trial.
MICROBIOMEX® enhances gut barrier function
and lowers intestinal inflammation.
▪ MICROBIOMEX® induces a positive shift in
microbiome composition, resulting in a
significant increase in butyrate production.
Butyrate is a pivotal short-chain fatty acid
(SCFA) supporting immune function.
▪

MICROBIOMEX® flavonoids are released in
their active form at the level of the gut
mucosa, protecting the gut wall against free
radicals and lowering gut inflammation.

Unique Positioning
MICROBIOMEX® is a first-in-class Flavobiotic® that protects the gut barrier and leverages
the gut microbiome’s potential. The dual action of MICROBIOMEX® makes it a unique gut
health product.

Wide Range of Applications
MICROBIOMEX® has a low daily dose of 500mg that allow you to use it in a wide range of
formulations. MICROBIOMEX® low water activity makes it a viable ingredient for
formulation with probiotics. Possible applications of MICROBIOMEX® are as powder
ingredient, capsules, non clear beverages, sachets or tablets.

BioActor in a nutshell
BioActor is a Dutch life science company that supplies proprietary bioactive
formulations to the nutrition and healthcare industry. BioActor has a clinical
research program in which several clinical studies are conducted every year.
For all inquiries:
Oxfordlaan 70, Biopartner center
6229 EV Maastricht, The Netherlands
www.bioactor.com – info@bioactor.com

MicrobiomeX® and Flavobiotic® are registered trademarks of BioActor B.V.
This information has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. Neither the
information, nor any formula(s) mentioned are intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any
disease.

